
21.52mm  laminated  canopy
glass  with  a  super  elegant
silkscreen printed design

What  is  our  elegant  design
silkscreen printed laminated canopy
glass?
Most of us have seen magnificent canopy glass designs at the
entrance to office blocks, shopping centers, hotels, leisure
centers, train centers, and subways. Sweeping the facade of a
building, they look impressive and aesthetically striking as
the sun and the sky is reflected from gleaming glass panels.

The canopy is not only a complex engineering task, it also
needs to have an eye-catching decorative effect.
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Our elegant design silkscreen printed laminated glass canopy
is using inorganic glaze printed on the glass surface and then
heat to dried, tempered, or heat-treated. The glaze then is
permanently sintered on the glass surface. Then laminate it to
obtain durable, safe, decorative, and functional canopy glass.
Very suitable for any exterior application.



What are advantages of silkscreen
printed laminated glass for canopy

Custom  pattern:  In  modern  architecture,  glass  is
increasingly  used  as  a  decorative  material.  This  is
possible due to the fact that additional elements can be
attached to it. There is no end to the possibilities of
patterns and colors with regard to silkscreen printed,
which enables a perfect application to the expectations
of clients. The realization of an individual pattern,
both in the form of pictures and graphics, allows the
creation of an unrepeatable composition.

Allows  maximum  light:  A  glass  canopy  allows  maximum
light to enter the space thus improving the overall look
and design of a building. Along with filling in light
into  the  space,  the  canopy  glass  roof  ensures  the
coolness of the place at the same time.

Super safe: When the laminated canopy glass is attacked
by the outside, due to the strong toughness of the PVB
interlayer, it can absorb and weaken a large amount of
impact energy, so it is difficult to penetrate. Even the
glass is broken, the broken pieces will shatter into
small particles with obtuse angles then adhere to the
PVB interlayer, therefore, it will not harm people.

High quality & Last longer: Our silkscreen printed glass
has  acidic  and  moisture-resistant  features  that  can
preserve the colors for decades. With consistent quality
over long-term use. By choosing a glass canopy, you have
a durable and long-lasting structure that will keep its
look and form for years on end.
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Specifications
Production  name:  10mm+1.52PVB+10mm  silkscreen  printed
laminated canopy glass
Glass thickness: 21.52mm
Glass color: Clear, low iron, bronze, blue, green, grey,
etc
Ink color: Red, orange, green, blue, black, white, etc
Pattern: Dot, bar, full screen, gradient, other patterns
per requirement
Max size: 2440*3660mm
Process:  Cutting,  edging,  silkscreen  printing,
tempering, laminating, packing, etc
Quality: CE/ASTM/AS/ISO9001/BS/CE
Packing: Strong plywood crates
Capacity: 1000SQM/day
Production time: 10~15 days



Quality
Subject to BS
Subject to AS
Subject to ASTM
Subject to CE

Product details



Applications





Packing and delivery

Our elegant structural canopy glass is designed for modern
construction, as the leading construction glass supplier, the
team in Shenzhen Dragon Glass provides you with the custom
silkscreen printed canopy glass.

If you have any questions about our products or you would like
to place an order, please feel free to contact us!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/shenzhen-dragon-glass/

